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Abstract

In this thesis work the accuracy of the spherical harmonic synthesis and analysis are
investigated, by simulated numerical studies.

The main idea is to investigate the loss of accuracy, in the geopotential coeffi cients, by
the following testing method. We start with a synthesis calculation, using the coeffi cients
(EGM2008), to calculate geoid heights on a regular grid. Those geoid heights are then
used in an analysis calculation to obtain a new set of coeffi cients, which are in turn used
to derive a new set of geoid heights. The difference between those two sets of geoid
heights will be analyzed to assess the accuracy of the synthesis and analysis calculations.

The tests will be conducted with both point-values and area-means in the blocks in the
grid. The area-means are constructed in some different ways and will also be compared
to the mean value from 10000 point values as separate tests.

Numerical results from this investigation show there are significant systematic errors in
the geoid heights computed by spherical harmonic synthesis and analysis, sometimes
reaching as high as several meters. Those big errors are most common at the polar
regions and at the mid-latitude regions.

Key words: Spherical harmonic synthesis and analysis, geopotential coeffi cients, geoid,
global gravitational models (GGM’s), discretization, smoothing
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1. Introduction

Today global gravity models and geoid models play an important role not only in geodesy,
but also in other scientific disciplines as well. For instance in the interdisciplinary area of
studying climate changes, we use global gravity models and geoid models in the measuring
of ocean circulation, ice dynamics and sea level changes. The verification of the global
climate models are dependent on high accuracies in those measurements and then also
indirectly dependent on high accuracy in the global gravity models. In geodesy today we
also need very accurate geoid models, for instance when measuring precise orthometric
heights in a static GPS survey. Then the measured ellipsoidal heights are converted to
orthometric heights by the equation H = h−N , in which H is the orthometric height and
h is the ellipsoidal height and N is the geoid height from a geoid model. The accuracy
of the geoid model used would need to be at cm level to meet the requirements of such
a survey. The global geoid models contribute with high accuracy in those models on
regional scales. Another important area for the global gravity models are the unification
of the different height reference frames around the world between continents or countries
as well.

The gravity field models made by methods developed during the last four decades of the
20th century were not able to meet the new demands of very high accuracy. With the
satellite only gravity field models from satellite orbit analysis we could only achieve a
geoid height accuracy of about 1 meter at 500 km wavelength. One of the reasons for
the problems with the satellite methods from that time was due to the fact that all the
existing satellites where created for other purposes than geodetic ones. To be able to
improve the accuracies in the global gravity field models, there was a need for dedicated
geodetic satellite missions. GRACE, CHAMP and GOCE are satellite missions created
for such geodetic purposes. They have given us a considerably amount of measured data.
But to be able to achieve the required high accuracy in the global gravity field, we will
also have to improve our computing methods. This thesis work will describe some basic
computing methods in the field of global spherical harmonic analysis and investigate some
of them numerically.

Spherical harmonics are comparable to Fourier series, with an analysis and a synthesis
expression, but they are computed on the sphere. The theoretical synthesis expression is

N(a, φ̄, λ) =
GM

aγ

∞∑
n=2

n∑
m=0

(C̄nm cosmλ+ S̄nm sinmλ)Pnm(sin φ̄), (1.1)

which describes how we can go from the normalized spherical harmonic coeffi cients
C̄nm,S̄nm to our function on the sphere N(a, φ̄, λ), the geoid height. Spherical harmonic
analysis is the direct transform going the other direction from our function on the
sphere, N(a, φ̄, λ), to the normalized geopotential coeffi cients C̄nm,S̄nm. Assuming we
have values N continuously on the whole sphere we can, at least theoretically, calculate
the geopotential coeffi cients. But in reality we only have discrete data on the sphere,
either as point values or as area-means. In both cases we lose information and accuracy
in our spherical harmonic calculations, when implementing them with the discrete data.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The main reason to the loss of accuracy in the discrete spherical harmonic computations
is that the discrete form, in all its known variations, only uses a rather rough
approximation of the continuous function on the sphere. The problem is that the
continuous function varies in the blocks, constructed by the regular grid of parallel
circles and meridians, but the discrete functions have only one value in those blocks.

The main calculation methods in spherical harmonics could be divided into three types:
The quadrature’s method, the least square collocation method and the least square
adjustment. In this thesis work we will investigate the errors in both the synthesis and
analysis calculations, using numerical studies with the quadrature’s method. For the
sake of completeness we will also describe the other main methods and some variations
to them in the appendix that follows at the end of this work. The quadrature’s method
is a simple, but logical, way to implement the discrete data within the analysis
calculation. We just change the theoretical continuous analysis expression to its discrete
counterpart. The double integral in the continuous analysis expression is changed to a
double sum with discrete point values our with discrete area mean values.

The quadrature’s method will be studied in detail with the geoid height as the function
on the sphere. The numerical tests will be of two main types. In the first type we will
examine the errors in some different area-mean expressions, used in the synthesis
calculations. This is done by a comparison between those area-means, with the mean
from 10000 point values within the same block.

In the second type of tests we will examine the total errors in the synthesis and analysis
computations combined. We will start with the global coeffi cients, and calculate
functional values on a grid around the globe, with a synthesis calculation. Following up
using those simulated functional grid values in an analysis calculation, to get a new set
of coeffi cients. At last we add a second synthesis calculation, using that new set of
coeffi cients. The results will be two sets of discrete functional values on the sphere, one
set from the first synthesis calculation and the other from the second synthesis
calculations. The difference between the two sets will be studied with statistics. With
this second type of testing method, our main, we want to see how big errors we will
have, on different places on the globe. We will also be able to compare different
constructions of the analysis and synthesis equations to examine the differences in their
respectively performances and accuracies.

In chapter 2 we will present the basic background theory of spherical harmonics and its
implementation using the quadrature’s method. We will describe how to use the
quadrature’s with both point values and with some different area-means constructions,
for instance the area-mean with the use of Pellinen smoothing factor. In chapter 3 we do
our numerical studies with the geoid height. Finally at chapter 4 we summarize the
most important conclusion from this thesis work. In the end we have an appendix
describing some of the other spherical harmonic methods.
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2. Spherical harmonic synthesis and
analysis theory and implementation

The spherical harmonic synthesis equation that follows describes how we can go from
the normalized spherical harmonic coeffi cients (Ānm,B̄nm) to our function in space
V (r, φ̄, λ), the gravitational potential

V (r, φ̄, λ) =
GM

a

∞∑
n=0

(a
r

)n+1
n∑

m=−n
(Ānm cosmλ+ B̄nm sinmλ)P̄nm(sin φ̄). (2.1)

(φ̄, λ) are the geocentric latitude and longitude.
P̄nm(sin φ̄) is the Legendre function with (sin φ̄) as its variable.
(n,m) are the degree and order corresponding to the degree and order of the normalized
spherical harmonic coeffi cients,(Ānm,B̄nm).
G is the Newtonian gravitational constant.
a is the semi-major axis of the reference ellipsoid GRS80, a = 6378137.000 meter.
M is the total mass of the earth GM = 3.986005× 1014 m3/s2.

To arrive at the synthesis equation, on the sphere, we let r = a in E.q(2.1) and have

V (a, φ̄, λ) =
GM

a

∞∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

(Ānm cosmλ+ B̄nm sinmλ)P̄nm(sin φ̄). (2.2)

In the coming numerical tests we will use the geoid height N as our function on the
sphere and the basic theory behind that function are outlined in the following.

2.1 Spherical harmonics with the geoid height

The geoid height N are related to the disturbing potential T by the following simple
equation

N =
T

γ
(2.3)

and thus have expansions with the normalized coeffi cients of the disturbing potential
C̄nm, S̄nm instead of the Ānm’s and B̄nm’s. The disturbing potential T is the difference
between the gravitational potential of the earth and the gravitational potential of the
reference ellipsoid at the same point. γ is the normal gravity of the reference ellipsoid
calculated at the different latitudes. The C̄nm, S̄nm are calculated from the Ānm, B̄nm

with
C̄nm = Ānm − J̄nm (2.4)

and
S̄nm = B̄nm. (2.5)

The normalized coeffi cients Ānm, B̄nm will be taken from the geoid model EGM2008 and
the normalized coeffi cients of the reference ellipsoid J̄nm, will be calculated using the
method described in (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, pp. 71-73).
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY ON NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The disturbing potential T has the following harmonic expansion on the sphere

T (a, φ̄, λ) =
GM

a

∞∑
n=2

n∑
m=0

(C̄nm cosmλ+ S̄nm sinmλ)Pnm(sin φ̄). (2.6)

From this expansion of the disturbing potential T it is easy to construct the expansion
of the geoid height considering the above given relationship, in the equation 2.3. The
expansion of the geoid height N will be

N(a, φ̄, λ) =
GM

aγ

∞∑
n=2

n∑
m=0

(C̄nm cosmλ+ S̄nm sinmλ)Pnm(sin φ̄) (2.7)

The above given synthesis equation is also given on the sphere and will be the basic
expressions for computation of our simulated grid data from the EGM2008 geoid model
in the numerical investigations that follows.

The corresponding analysis expression with the geoid heights N on the sphere is

C̄nm =
aγ

GM

1

4π

∫∫
σ

N(a, φ̄, λ)P̄nm(sin φ̄)

{
cosmλ

sinmλ

}
dσ...

If m ≤ 0

If m > 0

}
, (2.8)

in which

C̄nm =

{
C̄nm = Ānm − J̄nm

S̄nm = B̄nm

}
...

If m ≤ 0

If m > 0

}
. (2.9)

It is sometimes more convenient to use a more compact form of the above given
expressions, therefore we introduce the function

Ȳnm(φ̄, λ) =

{
cosmλP̄n|m|(sin φ̄) for m ≤ 0

sinmλP̄nm(sin φ̄) for m > 0
. (2.10)

The function Ȳnm(φ̄, λ) is called normalized surface spherical harmonics of degree n and
order m. Then the more compact form of the synthesis expression, on the sphere with
the geoid height, will be

N(a, φ̄, λ) =
GM

aγ

∞∑
n=2

n∑
m=−n

C̄nmȲnm(φ̄, λ) (2.11)

and the corresponding analysis expression, also in its shorter form will look like

C̄nm =
aγ

GM

1

4π

∫∫
σ

N(a, φ̄, λ)Ȳnm(φ̄, λ)dσ. (2.12)

From this two Eqs.((2.11) for the synthesis and (2.12) for the analysis) we are able to
derive the expressions, which will be used in our numerical spherical harmonic tests,
with the quadrature’s method. E.q (2.12) can be evaluated using numerical integration.
There are different ways to do this and we will describe them below.
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2.2. QUADRATURE’S METHOD USING POINT VALUES

2.2 Quadrature’s method using point values

Our data will be arranged to an equal angular grid, which have the same separation
between the lines both for the latitudes and the longitudes, so ∆λ = ∆φ̄ are constant.
The subscripts i and j are used to designate the position in the grid, where i
corresponds to the latitudes and j to the longitudes respectively.

The latitude lines starts at the North Pole with i = 1 and continues to the South Pole
with the last latitude line N + 1. The longitudinal lines start at Greenwich with j = 1,
increases step by step to the east and end one step to the west of Greenwich with
j = 2N .

The number of latitude lines N is related to the maximum expansion Nmax, which is the
highest degree n used in the calculations, so that N = Nmax. This number of latitude
lines N = Nmax in the grid is optimal, in that sense that it is the densest grid possible
that doesn’t pass the Nyquist criteria, see e.g. (Colombo, 1981). This makes the angles
of the grid equal to ∆λ = ∆φ̄ = 180/Nmax degrees.

The equation for discrete spherical harmonic synthesis, with point values, is a truncation
of the theoretical synthesis E.q(2.11).

N(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
) =

GM

γa

Nmax∑
n=0

n∑
m=0

P̄nm(sin(φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
) (2.13)

(C̄nm cosm(λj +
∆λ

2
) + S̄nm sinm(λj +

∆λ

2
)).

The truncation is at Nmax, which is the highest known or used degree of the coeffi cients.
Notice also that we have given the geoid height N point values in the middle of
respectively block.

The discretization of the theoretical spherical harmonic analysis E.q(2.12) with point
values will be

C̄nm =
aγ

GM

1

4π

N∑
i=1

2N∑
j=1

P̄n|m|(sin φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
)

{
(cosm(λj + ∆λ

2
))

(sinm(λj + ∆λ
2

))

}
(2.14)

N(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
)∆ij

{
If m ≤ 0

If m > 0

}
,

which was given in (Colombo, 1981, Egs.(1.5 and 1.24). The geoid heights are now on a
sphere with the radius a and in the middle of the blocks, which is seen in the variables
of the gravitational potential N(a, φ̄i + ∆Φ

2
, λj + ∆λ

2
). This equation will give us an

approximation of the global geopotential coeffi cients the C̄nm’s. ∆ij is the area of the
blocks on the unit sphere and can be calculated according to

∆ij = ∆λ(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− sin(φ̄i)). (2.15)
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY ON NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

2.3 Quadrature’s method using mean values

Another possibility is to use data that are block averaged in each block in the grid. We
can calculate a mean value of the function in each block and use that as our value in the
whole block. But this approach has a major drawback, in most cases the function
fluctuates in the blocks and this fluctuation is completely smoothed when we calculate
the average value in each block. This gives us coeffi cients Ānm’s that describe a much
more smooth function than the real one. Then especially the high frequency coeffi cients
will be underestimated. We can look at the problem in a more sophisticated way
though, taking into account the smoothing effect of the mean gravity data, with the
Pellinen smoothing factor, βn(ψ0).

If we let for instance the gravitational potential V have the following harmonic
expansion,

V (P ) =
∞∑
n=0

Vn(P ) (2.16)

Vn(P ) =
2n+ 1

4π

∫∫
σ

VQPn(cosψP Q̨)dσQ̨ (2.17)

and P is a point on the sphere, Q is our "moving point" around the unit sphere σ. ψP Q̨
is the spherical distance between the points P and Q. Then it can be proven see, e.g.
(Fan, 1989, pp96), that the average value V̄ (P ) ≡

∫∫
ω VQdσQ̨∫∫
ω dσQ̨

is:

V̄ (P ) =
∞∑
n=0

V̄n(P ) =
∞∑
n=0

βn(ψ0)Vn(P ). (2.18)

V̄ (P ) denote the mean gravitational potential obtained by averaging V over a cap ω of
radius ψ0 centered at a point P . Equation 2.18 gives us a smoothed averaged
gravitational potential, where each degree in the spectral domain of it has been
smoothed differently with Pellinen smoothing factor βn(ψ0). Using this smoothing
factor in the analysis computation we can calculate much more accurate coeffi cients
Ānm’s, compared with an averaging operator without a smoothing factor.

The above equation is of course only an approximation of the real smoothing factor, one
reason to this is that its value was derived from a cap of radius ψ0 and not from the area
of the blocks in the regular grid. But empirical studies have shown that there are no big
errors occurring if using it as an approximation of the more ”rectangular block areas”as
in our case.

The Pellinen smoothing factor could be calculated by the following recursive equations
(Sjöberg, 1980)

β0(ψ0) = 1 (2.19)

β1(ψ0) = cos2(
1

2
ψ0) (2.20)

βn(ψ0) =
2n− 1

n+ 1
cosψ0βn−1(ψ0)− n− 2

n+ 1
βn−2(ψ0) for n ≥ 2. (2.21)

6



2.3. QUADRATURE’S METHOD USING MEAN VALUES

And we can calculate the radius of the cap ψ0 by

ψ0 =

√
∆λi(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− (sin φ̄i))

π
(2.22)

from putting the area of the cap

πψ2 (2.23)

equal to the area of the block in the grid

∆ij = ∆λ(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− sin φ̄i) (2.24)

both on the unit sphere.

Now when we have introduced the Pellinen smoothing factor, we are prepared to show
some different implementations of the area-mean quadrature’s. One obvious direct
implementation with the Pellinen smoothing factor is to improve the point values from
E.q(2.13), so that you use the Pellinen smoothing factor to calculate the smoothed
area-means with it, instead of just a point in the middle of each block. The synthesis
equation will then look like this

N̄(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
) =

GM

aγ

Nmax∑
n=0

βn(ψ0)

n∑
m=0

P̄nm(sin(φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
) (2.25)

(C̄nm cosm(λj +
∆λ

2
) + S̄nm sinm(λj +

∆λ

2
)).

You can also use, the Pellinen smoothing factor βn(ψ0), the other way to de-smooth the
coeffi cients back in the analysis with

C̄nm =
aγ

GM

1

4πβn(ψ0)

N∑
i=1

2N∑
j=1

P̄n|m|(sin φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
) (2.26)

{
(cosm(λj + ∆λ

2
))

(sinm(λj + ∆λ
2

))

}
N̄(a, φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
)∆ij

{
If m ≤ 0

If m > 0

}
.

In this way we can calculate coeffi cients that are approximately compensated,
de-smoothed, for the errors of not having more realistic and probably not totally smooth
values within the blocks.

7



CHAPTER 2. THEORY ON NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Another possibility to calculate the area-means comes from an approximate integration
over the "whole blocks". Then the analysis equation will look like this

C̄nm = (2.27)

=
aγ

GM

1

4πβn(ψ0)

N∑
i=1

2N∑
j=1

N̄ij(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
)

∫
σij

Ȳnm(φ̄, λ)dσ

=
aγ

GM

1

4πβn(ψ0)

N∑
i=1

2N∑
j=1

N̄ij(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
)

∫ φ̄i+∆φ̄

φi

P̄nm(sin φ̄) cos φ̄dφ̄

{∫ λj+∆λ

λj
cosmλdλ∫ λj+∆λ

λj
sinmλdλ

}
...

{
If m ≤ 0

If m > 0

}
≈

≈
aγ

GM

1

4πβn(ψ0)

N∑
i=1

2N∑
j=1

N̄ij(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
)P̄nm(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
)

∫ φ̄i+∆φ̄

φi

cos φ̄dφ̄


∫ λj+∆λ

λj
cosmλdλ∫ λj+∆λ

λj
dλ∫ λj+∆λ

λj
sinmλdλ

 ...


If m < 0
If m = 0
If m > 0

 =

=
aγ

GM

1

4πβn(ψ0)

N∑
i=1

2N∑
j=1

N̄ij(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
)P̄nm(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
)

(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− sin(φ̄i))


sinm(λj+∆λ)−sinmλj

m

∆λ
cosmλj−cosm(λj+∆λ)

m

 ...


If m < 0
If m = 0
If m > 0

 .

Observe that we have done a several approximation, the Legendre functions have been
placed outside of the integral, without any integration of them. The latitudes are
instead approximated to a value in the middle of each block (φ̄i + ∆φ̄

2
).

According to that the variable of the un-integrated Legendre functions will be
sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄

2
). The N̄ij is the averaged value of the geoid height within each block and

the ∆λ is the angles between the meridians in the grid in radians.

8



2.3. QUADRATURE’S METHOD USING MEAN VALUES

We can also calculate the area-means N̄ij in a similar way by integrating the spherical
harmonic synthesis E.q(2.11) term by term and by truncating it at Nmax.

N̄ij =
GM

aγ

1

∆ij

Nmax∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

C̄nm

∫
σij

Ȳnm(φ̄, λ)dσ (2.28)

=
GM

aγ

1

∆ij

Nmax∑
n=0

n∑
m=0

∫ φ̄i+∆φ̄

φ̄i

P̄nm(sin φ̄) cos φ̄dφ̄[
C̄nm

∫ λj+∆λ

λj

cosmλdλ+ S̄nm

∫ λj+∆λ

λj

sinmλdλ

]
≈

≈
GM

aγ

1

∆ij

Nmax∑
n=0

n∑
m=1

(
P̄nm(sin(φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
))(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− sin(φ̄i))[

C̄nm
sinm(λj + ∆λ)− sinmλj

m
+ S̄nm

cosmλj − cosm(λj + ∆λ)

m

]
) +

P̄n0(sin(φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
))(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− sin(φ̄i))C̄n0∆λ

)
.

The above equation is also described in (Colombo, 1981, pp.3 ). Notice that the latitude
and longitude marked with i and j respectively represent the western meridian in the
blocks for the longitudes and the southern parallel circle for the latitudes. The Legendre
function isn’t integrated, but treated in the same way as in the analysis E.q(2.27) above.

We have so far looked at the area-means by using a partial integration and by using the
Pellinen smoothing factor. Colombo (1981) did also examine two other smoothing
factors, which are constructed from a mathematical minimization problem. The first is
an optimum smoothing factor that minimizes the sampling errors, which is dependent
on the construction of our grid. The second is also a optimum smoothing factor, but it
minimizes the total error, which is the sampling and -measurement errors combined.

Those optimum smoothing factors will give us a little bit higher accuracies in our
computations with the quadrature’s method, but to the cost of much higher complexity
in the computing programs. The results from the quadrature’s calculation using for
instance the Pellinen smoothing factor is almost as good, but much easier programing,
than the optimum ones according to (Colombo, 1981). We will not examine the
optimum smoothing factors further in this thesis work.

In this chapter we have outlined the basic principles and equations that will be used in
the numerical studies that follows.
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3. Numerical investigations with the
geoid height

In this section we will perform numerical investigations with the Geoid height as our
grid data on the sphere, both as point values and as area-means. The equations we will
use are developed from the synthesis E.q(2.7) and the analysis E.q(2.8), which are the
basic equations for harmonic analysis on the sphere with the geoid height. All studies
are performed on the surface of the sphere with radius a equal to the semi major-axis of
the reference ellipsoid GRS80.

Of special interest is the comparison between the area-means with the Pellinen
smoothing factor and the area-means as a mean value from several points, 100x100, in
each block. We will also use some different constructions of the area-means, as separate
tests, for instance the area-means with the Pellinen smoothing factor, the Pellinen
smoothing factor squared and also a mixed model using a combination of both of those
constructions. The area-mean by the partial integration "over the blocks" are also
examined.

This will be our main investigation method: We will start with the known tide free
coeffi cients from the geoid model EGM2008 and use them in a spherical harmonic
synthesis calculation to simulate regular grid data on the sphere. These simulated grid
data are considered to be without errors. The next step is to perform the spherical
harmonic analysis using that simulated regular grid data to calculate new coeffi cients.
From this new set of coeffi cients we perform the synthesis calculation again and we will
have a second data set on the same regular grid.

The first and the second data sets, from the first and second synthesis calculation, are
then compared with each other and the difference between the two tells us something
about how accurate the calculations were. The differences on the discrete geoid height
function on the sphere are studied with statistics.

Our main question is how big those geoid heights differences will be, when computed
with the described variations in the synthesis and analysis calculations. It will also be
possible to investigate where, for instance at which latitudes, we have the biggest errors
in our spherical harmonic calculations.
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CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS

3.1 Numerical synthesis and analysis with point values

In the first test with grid points we approximate the grid values, with their respectively
value from a point in the middle of each block. The procedure we use testing the
accuracy in the synthesises and analysis calculations combined are described in the
following steps.

Step 1: We start with the known coeffi cients from the EGM2008 model and calculate a
first set of simulated geoid heights N1 on a regular grid, using this with points
discretized synthesis equation

N1(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
) =

GM

aγi

Nmax∑
n=2

n∑
m=0

P̄nm(sin φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
) (3.1)

(C̄nm cosm(λj +
∆λ

2
) + S̄nm sinm(λj +

∆λ

2
)),

in which γi is the normal gravity at the latitude
(
φ̄i + ∆φ̄

2

)
in the middle of each block.

Our N1 data, the geoid, is presented in the figure 3.1 that follows.

Figure 3.1: The geoid calculated with point values at the expansion Nmax = 360
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3.1. NUMERICAL SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS WITH POINT VALUES

Step 2: Then we perform the analysis calculation with the set N1 as our point data on
the regular grid to obtain a new set of coeffi cients with the equation

C̄nm =
a

GM

1

4π

N∑
i=1

γiP̄nm(sin φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
)∆i (3.2)

2N∑
j=1

{
(cosm(λj + ∆λ

2
))

(sinm(λj + ∆λ
2

))

}
N1(a, φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
)...

{
If m ≤ 0

If m > 0

}
,

in which C̄nm is a simplification of the two constants C̄nm and S̄nm, so that
C̄nm =

C̄n|m|
S̄nm

...
{if m≤0
if m>0

}
.

Step 3: With these new coeffi cients we do another synthesis, with point values, to get
our new geoid heights N2. This is performed with the same E.q(3.1) as in the first
synthesis calculation in step 1.

Step 4: Now we have two sets of geoid heights on the same grid. Of interest is the
difference between the geoid heights in the two sets, we call this the geoid height
difference

∆N = N2 −N1. (3.3)

This difference is caused by the imperfection in our synthesis and analysis calculation
methods. To see how much the difference between the geoid heights are at average, we
calculate the absolute value of the geoid height difference |∆N |. On the measures of
differences in geoid heights ∆N , we do some statistical tests.

∆N = N2 −N1. (3.4)

The results are presented in the following table and figures.
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Figure 3.2: Geoid heights differences with point values and Nmax = 360
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3.1. NUMERICAL SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS WITH POINT VALUES

Figure 3.3: Mean ∆N with point values and Nmax = 360
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Figure 3.4: Mean ∆N with point values and Nmax = 360 a closer view

Figure 3.5: Mean |∆N | with point values and Nmax = 360
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3.1. NUMERICAL SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS WITH POINT VALUES

Figure 3.6: Root mean square of ∆N with point values and Nmax = 360

Figure 3.7: Standard deviation of ∆N with point values and Nmax = 360
Notice that the low standard deviations, at the polar regions, are low because all the

blocks have about equally bad geoid heights differences there.
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Statistics, unit (meter)\ Maximum degree Nmax = 36 Nmax = 180 Nmax = 360

∆N̄max 3.605 3.377 4.792
Latitude ∆N̄max 87.50◦ 36.50◦ 37.25◦

Longitude ∆N̄max 62.50◦ 80.50◦ 77.75◦

∆N̄min -6.711 -5.343 -5.220
Latitude ∆N̄min -87.50◦ -89.50◦ -89.75◦

Longitude ∆N̄min 272.50◦ 44.50◦ 346.25◦

Average ∆N̄ -0.051 -0.005 0.000
Standard deviation of ∆N̄ 1.141 0.536 0.443
Average |∆N̄ | 0.547 0.245 0.221

Table 3.1: Geoid height difference with point values

Figure 3.8: Maximum |∆N | with point values and Nmax = 360
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3.1. NUMERICAL SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS WITH POINT VALUES

As we can see the accuracy, when computing the spherical harmonic synthesis and
analysis with point values are really bad, compared to the modern accuracy
requirements around 2 cm. In this test the biggest errors are up to 5m. At Nmax = 360
the average ∆N ≈ 0.3mm is very good, but the standard deviation is 0.4m, very high.

If we look at the statistics at different latitudes, presented in the figures 3.2 to 3.8, we
also see some interesting variations, depending on where we are at the earth. For
instance we can see that the standard deviation of ∆N is as high as 0.9 m around the
mid-latitudes φ̄ = 40◦ and φ̄ = −40◦, but at the two poles and at the equator, we see
that the standard deviations of ∆N goes down to 0.1m or even below that.

Looking more closely at the figure 3.2 it is obvious that we have a pattern, showing high
errors, at the mid latitudes, especially at the northern hemisphere, where we see both
negative and positive extreme values building up something that looks like horizontal
lines.

If we instead look at the average |∆N | or the maximum values of |∆N |, we see that
even the polar regions have big problems regarding accuracy. We can also notice, at the
polar regions, that even though the standard deviations of ∆N are low, the root mean
squares are several meters high. The conclusion from this is that we have, similarly big
systematic errors, at most of the blocks at the polar regions.

This is also verified by the big mean values of the geoid height difference, at both of the
polar regions. The other maximum degrees of expansions have similar results, at the
different latitudes, but those figures are omitted here.

In the coming tests, computed with area-means instead of point values, we will do
further analysis and comparisons of the results from this test.
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3.2 Comparison of direct averaging and averaging using Pellinen
smoothing factor

In this section we want to test the accuracy in the area-mean approximation by the
Pellinen smoothing factor, in the synthesis calculation. This is done by a comparison
with the mean from 100x100 point values within each block. The steps in the test are as
follows.

Step 1: The area-means with the Pellinen smoothing factor are calculated with the
equation

N̄1(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
) =

GM

aγi

Nmax∑
n=2

βn(ψ0)

n∑
m=0

P̄nm(sin φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
) (3.5)

(C̄nm cosm(λj +
∆λ

2
) + S̄nm sinm(λj +

∆λ

2
)).

Those average geoid heights values N̄1 are to be investigated. The βn(ψ0) in the above
given equation is the Pellinen smoothing factor, described in section 2.3.

Step 2: We calculate the mean value from 100x100 point values within each block

N̄2 = mean(100x100), (3.6)

these are our N̄2 "true" area-mean values. The points are points in the middle of the
smaller blocks created by a division of each block, with equal angles, both in the
latitudinal and longitudinal direction. Each of the point values is computed by the
synthesis E.q(3.1).

Step 3: Comparing the area-means by Pellinen smoothing factor with the mean values
from 100x100 point values with the simple equation

∆N̄ = N̄1 − N̄2. (3.7)

Each N̄1 value is here compared to its respectively N̄2 "true area-mean value". The
errors in the area-mean approximation by the E.q(3.5) will be presented by the geoid
height differences ∆N̄ = N̄1 − N̄2.

Step 4: Choosing the latitudes and the blocks to be tested. We have chosen to test the
mean-values at thirteen different parallel circles. The latitudes in the middle of the
blocks at those parallel circles are:
φ̄ = {±89.75◦,±74.75◦,±59.75◦;±44.75◦,±29.75◦;±14.75◦,−0, 25◦}.

The results from the statistical tests with Nmax = 360 are presented with the following
figures.
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3.2. AVERAGING WITH PELLINEN SMOOTHING FACTOR

Figure 3.9: Maximum absolute value of the errors in the area-means using the Pellinen
smoothing factor

Figure 3.10: Mean value of the absolute values of the errors in the area-means using
pellinen smoothing factor
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We can see from the above given figures that the mean of the |∆N | varies from 1cm up
to 4.5cm. The conclusion from this is that the Pellinen smoothing factor approximation
of the area-means works quite well on average, but the extreme values are bad,
|∆N |max = 7dm at the most and still indicate big problems at some of the blocks.

We also see an obvious trend, all the statistics shows much bigger errors at the equator
than at the polar regions. One reason to this is that the blocks closer to the equator are
bigger and therefor also have bigger variations in the geoid heights at the different
locations within the blocks. The mean from 100x100 point within the blocks will then
be dependent on in which way the geoid height function varies in the block, but the
area-mean calculated by the Pellinen smoothing factor, is still only calculated from one
point value in the middle of the blocks and because of this are not dependent on the
variation of the function in the blocks. This test will then naturally give bigger errors in
the geoid heights differences closer to the equator, because the bigger size of the blocks,
gives the function more space to vary more there and then the mean from 100x100
points tends to deviate from the area-mean calculated with only one point value.

This might be one reason to the very big extreme values, at the equator
|∆N |max = 7dm. This also indicate a big loss of information, in the discretized function,
with only one value within each block, especially at those blocks, which have very big
variations in the continuous function. That is a bit worrying and could be one reason to
the big errors in the spherical harmonic computations on the sphere.

The pattern in the figures shows exceptions to the decreasing of the errors, when
increasing the distance to the equator. That deviated pattern is most obvious at the
latitude φ̄ = 44.75◦. There we actually see a peak, with high errors, often as high as at
the equator. For instance we have a very big extreme values, |∆N |max = 5dm, at the
latitude φ̄ = 44.75◦. It is not obvious why that latitude show so big errors; one
hypothesis might be that the recursive calculation of the Legendre function perhaps has
some instability, which appears at that latitude. We also notice that we don’t see the
same problem at the corresponding latitude φ̄ = −44.75◦ at the southern hemisphere.
Instead we see a minor peak, with a little bit increased errors, at the latitude
φ̄ = −74.75◦.
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3.3. AVERAGING WITH PARTIAL INTEGRATION

3.3 Comparison of direct averaging and averaging using partial
integration

In this test we want to examine the accuracy of the area-mean approximation by the
"partial integration over the blocks", in the synthesis calculation. This test is done in a
similar way as in the previous test and described more in detail there. Here follows the
steps.

Step 1: First the area-means are computed by integration over the longitudes and by
approximating the latitudes to the middle of the blocks, instead of integrating them.
This is the synthesis equation that calculates the average geoid heights N̄1, that we want
to test

N̄1(a, φ̄i, λj) =
GM

aγi

1

∆ij

(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− sin(φ̄i) (3.8)

Nmax∑
n=2

n∑
m=1

(
P̄nm(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
))[

C̄nm
sinm(λj + ∆λ)− sinmλj

m
+ S̄nm

cosmλj − cosm(λj + ∆λ)

m

]
) + P̄n0(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
)C̄n0∆λ

)
=

=
GM

aγi

1

∆λ

Nmax∑
n=2

n∑
m=1

(
P̄nm(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
))[

C̄nm
sinm(λj + ∆λ)− sinmλj

m
+ S̄nm

cosmλj − cosm(λj + ∆λ)

m

]
) + P̄n0(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
)C̄n0∆λ

)
.

The expression 1
∆ij

(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− sin(φ̄i) is equal to
1

∆λ
, which is easy to see if we

consider the E.q(2.24) describing the area of the blocks.

Step 2: Then we compute the area-mean as the mean from 100x100 point values

N̄2 = mean(100x100). (3.9)

Step 3: We compare the area-means by integration with the mean from the 10000 point
values

∆N̄ = N̄1 − N̄2. (3.10)

Step 4: The tests are performed with the same blocks and latitudes as in the previous
test.

The results from the statistical analysis is presented in the following figures.
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Figure 3.11: Mean absolute value of the errors in the area-means by partial integration,
using Nmax = 360

Figure 3.12: Maximum absolute value of the errors in the area-means by partial
integration, using Nmax = 360
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The area-means by partial integration has a bit better results compared to the
area-means by Pellinen smoothing factor. The patterns in the figures with the statistics
are similar within the two test, but with one exception. The peak at φ̄ = 44.75◦ is even
more dominant in this test. One reason to this is that the parallel circles that are close
to the equator performs much better in this test.

This test has much lesser maximum values, especially at the equator, which has a value
of |∆N |max = 0.35m. The already mentioned latitude with the peak has the highest
extreme value |∆N |max > 0.45m, about the same value as in the previous test and much
worse than any other extreme value at the other latitudes within this test.

The mean value has a very similar pattern as the mean value in the previous test.

3.4 Comparison of direct averaging and averaging using partial
integration combined with Pellinen smoothing factor

In this test we want to examine the accuracy in the area-mean approximation by the
"partial integration over the blocks" combined with the Pellinen smoothing factor. The
test in almost identical to the previous test, except that here the synthesis equation also
contains the Pellinen smoothing factor.

Step 1: The area-means by partial integration and Pellinen smoothing factor will be
calculated with the following equation

N̄1(a, φ̄i, λj) =
GM

aγi

1

∆λ

Nmax∑
n=2

βn(ψ0)
n∑

m=1

(
P̄nm(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
)) (3.11)[

C̄nm
sinm(λj + ∆λ)− sinmλj

m
+ S̄nm

cosmλj − cosm(λj + ∆λ)

m

]
) + P̄n0(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
)C̄n0∆λ

)
.

The steps 2 to 4 are identical to the same steps in the previous test. Which means that
we compare the area-mean from the above given equation, with the mean from 10000
point values within each block, at the same parallel circles as in the two previous tests.

The statistics are presented with the following figures.
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Figure 3.13: Maximum absolute value of the errors in the area-means by partial
integration combined with Pellinen smoothing factor

Figure 3.14: Mean absolute value of the errors in the area-means by partial integration
combined with Pellinen smoothing factor
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The area-means by partial integration combined with Pellinen smoothing factor perform
significantly better than the area-means in the two previous tests. That is clearly
observable in our statistics.

The extreme values are for instance better in this test compared to the other two.
Especially the mentioned peak at φ̄ = 44.75◦ with the previous

∣∣∆N̄ ∣∣
max

> 0.45m,
decreases to

∣∣∆N̄ ∣∣
max
≈ 0.2m. The improvements in the standard deviation and the

mean
∣∣∆N̄ ∣∣ are also significant. Those statistics are improved with about 50%, in this

test, compared to the other two.
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3.5 Numerical synthesis with partial integration and analysis
with partial integration combined with Pellinen smoothing
factor

Here we want to test the accuracy in the analysis and synthesis calculations combined.
We will compute the two synthesizes with the "area-means by partial integration" and
the analysis with a partial integration over the blocks, combined with the Pellinen
smoothing factor. This is done by the following steps.

Step 1: We first calculate the area-means N̄1 by integration, using the synthesis
E.g(3.8).

Step 2: Analysis with an approximate integration over the blocks is performed with the
set N̄1 as our averaged mean geoid height data to obtain a new set of coeffi cients with

C̄nm =
a

GM

1

4π
(3.12)

N∑
i=1

1

βn(ψ0)
γiP̄nm(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
)(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− sin(φ̄i))

2N∑
j=1

N̄ij


sinm(λj+∆λ)−sinmλj

m

∆λ
cosmλj−cosm(λj+∆λ)

m

 ...
If m < 0
If m = 0
If m > 0

 .
Observe that in the integration, where the Legendre functions approximated to their
mean values in the middle of the blocks, and not integrated.

Step 3: With these new coeffi cients we do another synthesis to get our averaged geoid
heights N̄2, with the same E.q(3.8) as in step 1.

Step 4: Again we calculate the geoid heights difference

∆N̄ = N̄2 − N̄1 (3.13)

and performs some statistical tests, which are presented in the following table.
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3.5. ANALYSIS WITH P-INTEGRATION AND PELLINEN SMOOTHING FACTOR

Statistics, unit (meter)\ Maximum degree Nmax = 36 Nmax = 180 Nmax = 360

∆N̄max 3.641 3.726 4.818
∆N̄min -6.668 -5.306 -5.277
Average ∆N̄ -0.052 -0.005 0.000
Standard deviation of ∆N̄ 1.187 0.540 0.444
Average |∆N̄ | 0.657 0.252 0.223

Table 3.2: Geoid height differences using synthesis with partial integration and analysis
with partial integration combined with Pellinen smoothing factor

This test is suspected to give much better results than the test, in which we only use a
point value in the middle of each block. Instead computing the area-means from
integration over the longitudes in the blocks, as in this test, should give more accurate
results. But we have done an approximation putting the Legendre function outside the
integral, without integrating it, which might somewhat reduce the accuracy of the
results from this method.

When comparing the results from this test with the results from the first test with point
values, we see that the calculations done in this test actually doesn’t improve the
results, even though using somewhat more complicated equations. If we look even a
little bit closer, then we see that this test actually gave worse results than the test with
point values! We could see that many of the statistics give about a few mm worse
results and sometimes even far beyond that.
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3.6 Numerical synthesis and analysis using Pellinen smoothing
factor and partial integration

Here we want to test the accuracy in the analysis and synthesis calculations combined.
We will calculate the two synthesizes with the "area-means by integration" and analysis
with the partial integration over the blocks. We use the Pellinen smoothing factor in
both the analysis and in the two synthesizes steps.

Step 1: We first calculate the area-means N̄1 by integration, using the synthesis
E.g(3.11).

Step 2: Analysis with an approximate integration over the blocks is performed with the
set N̄1 as our averaged mean geoid height data to obtain a new set of coeffi cients with
the following equation

C̄nm =
a

GM

1

4π
(3.14)

N∑
i=1

1

βn(ψ0)
γiP̄nm(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
)(sin(φ̄i + ∆φ̄)− sin(φ̄i))

2N∑
j=1

N̄ij


sinm(λj+∆λ)−sinmλj

m

∆λ
cosmλj−cosm(λj+∆λ)

m

 ...
If m < 0
If m = 0
If m > 0

 .
Observe that in the integration, where the Legendre functions approximated to their
mean latitude values in the middle of the blocks, and not integrated.

Step 3: With these new coeffi cients we do another synthesis to get our averaged geoid
heights N̄2, with the same E.q(3.11) as in step 1.

Step 4: Again we calculate the geoid heights difference

∆N̄ = N̄2 − N̄1 (3.15)

and preforms some statistical tests, which are presented in the following table.

Statistics, unit (meter)\ Maximum degree Nmax = 36 Nmax = 180 Nmax = 360

∆N̄max 3.415 3.349 4.517
∆N̄min -6.392 -5.286 -5.192
Average ∆N̄ -0.049 -0.005 0.000
Standard deviation of ∆N̄ 1.106 0.530 0.435
Average |∆N̄ | 0.558 0.244 0.218

Table 3.3: Geoid height differences using synthesis and analysis with partial integration
and Pellinen smoothing factor

This test gives slightly better results, not significantly better, than the test with point
values. If we compare the tests at Nmax = 360, we see the best improvement in the
∆N̄max, which is 27 cm better in this test. In the other statistics we see very small
improvements for instance the ∆N̄min is 3 cm better, the standard deviation only 8 mm
and the Average |∆N̄ | just 3 mm better.
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3.7. PELLINEN SMOOTHING FACTORS BY DIFFERENT POWERS

3.7 Area-mean and de-smoothing by Pellinen smoothing factors
with different powers

In this test we calculate the area-means with the Pellinen smoothing factor in the two
synthesizes calculations and are also using the Pellinen smoothing factor for
de-smoothing the coeffi cients in the analysis calculation.

We will test three different variations of the Pellinen smoothing factor, the ordinary
Pellinen smoothing factor βn(ψ0), the Pellinen smoothing factor squared β2

n(ψ0) and the
mixed Pellinen smoothing factor βmixn (ψ0). In the mixed model is the Pellinen
smoothing factor either squared or non-squared depending on the degree n. If n ≤ Nmax

3

then we use the Pellinen smoothing factor squared and otherwise the ordinary Pellinen
smoothing factor.

The same Pellinen smoothing factor variation will be used in all the first three steps,
resulting in three different tests, one for each variation of the Pellinen smoothing factor.

Step 1: We calculate a first set of averaged geoid heights N̄1, using the three different
variations of the Pellinen smoothing factors, with the synthesis equation

N̄1(a, φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
) =

GM

aγi

Nmax∑
n=2

βpn(ψ0)
n∑

m=0

P̄nm(sin φ̄i +
∆φ̄

2
) (3.16)

(C̄nm cosm(λj +
∆λ

2
) + S̄nm sinm(λj +

∆λ

2
)),

in which p is either 1, 2 or mixed, depending on which variation we use.

Step 2: Then we perform the analysis calculation with the set N̄1, as our averaged
mean geoid height data on the regular grid, to obtain a new set of coeffi cients with the
equation

C̄nm =
a

GM

1

4π

N∑
i=1

1

βPn (ψ0)
γiP̄nm(sin φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
)∆i (3.17)

2N∑
j=1

{
(cosm(λj + ∆λ

2
))

(sinm(λj + ∆λ
2

))

}
N̄1(a, φ̄i +

∆φ̄

2
, λj +

∆λ

2
)

{
If m ≤ 0

If m > 0

}
.

This calculation gives us the coeffi cients C̄nm, which are de-smoothed with the three
different variations of the Pellinen smoothing factors as seen in the expression 1

βPn (ψ0)
.

Step 3: With these new coeffi cients we do another calculation to get our new geoid
heights N̄2. This is also done with the mentioned three variations of Pellinen smoothing
factors.

Step 4: Again we calculate the geoid heights difference

∆N̄ = N̄2 − N̄1, (3.18)

on which we do our statistical tests. The results are presented in the following tables
and figures.
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Figure 3.15: Geoid heights differences with the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor and
with Nmax = 360
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3.7. PELLINEN SMOOTHING FACTORS BY DIFFERENT POWERS

Figure 3.16: Mean abs
(
∆N̄

)
at different latitudes with the ordinary Pellinen smoothing
factor and with Nmax = 360

Figure 3.17:
∣∣∆N̄ ∣∣

max
at different latitudes with the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor

and with Nmax = 360
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Figure 3.18: Standard deviation at different latitudes with the three variations of
Pellinen smoothing factors and with Nmax = 360

Figure 3.19: Root mean square of ∆N̄ , with the three variations of Pellinen smoothing
factors and with Nmax = 360
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Figure 3.20: Root mean square of geoid height differences with Nmax = 360 red color
and Nmax = 1080 green color, using the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor.

Figure 3.21: Standard deviation of geoid height differences with Nmax = 360 red color
and Nmax = 1080 green color, using the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor.
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Statistics [m] βn(ψ0)

Maximum degree 36 180 360 1080

∆N̄max 3.435 3.336 4.491 5.003
∆N̄min -6.468 -5.323 -5.213 -6.136
Average ∆N̄ -0.048 -0.005 0.000 0.004
Standard deviation of ∆N̄ 1.118 0.534 0.436 0.360
Average |∆N̄ | 0.553 0.245 0.218 0.203

Table 3.4: Geoid heights difference using the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor

Statistics [m] β2
n(ψ0) βMixed

n (ψ0)

Maximum degree 36 180 360 36 180 360

∆N̄max 3.301 3.406 4.243 3.418 3.381 4.450
∆N̄min -6.260 -5.304 -5.207 -6.444 -5.320 -5.213
Average ∆N̄ -0.046 -0.005 0.000 -0.048 -0.005 0.000
σ(∆N̄) 1.143 0.538 0.433 1.139 0.534 0.435
Average |∆N̄ | 0.629 0.252 0.218 0.602 0.247 0.218

Table 3.5: Geoid heights difference with different powers of the Pellinen smoothing factor

We start with a comparison between the errors in the combined synthesis and analysis
computations using the Pellinen smoothing factor with three different variations of
powers. The differences between the three models are overall very small and it is
diffi cult to say which one works the best with any certainty.

If we for instance look at the two figures 3.18 and 3.19, representing the standard
deviations and the root mean squares at different latitudes, we see that the three
variations almost have the same pattern. Only at the latitudes close to the equator we
see some obvious difference between the three variations. There we can see that the
ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor works the best, closely followed by the mixed model
and then there is a jump to the model with the squared Pellinen smoothing factor,
which has the highest errror of the three in that region.

If we instead look at the problematic mid-latitudes, then actually it is the other way
around. the squared model has the best results, followed by the mixed model and the
ordinary model is at those latitudes the one with the highest error. The differences are
very small though and not significant.

The other statistics in the tables 3.4 and 3.5 also shows almost identical results between
the three variations. Looking at the expansion Nmax = 360, the only clear difference we
can see is that the squared model has a ∆N̄max, which is about 2dm better than the
other two. So the squared model gives perhaps some small improvements in the results,
but the mixed model doesn’t actually improve the results at all.
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3.7. PELLINEN SMOOTHING FACTORS BY DIFFERENT POWERS

In the test with the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor we are also increasing the
maximum degree of expansion from Nmax = 360, which is the highest expansion for all
the other tests, to Nmax = 1080. This higher expansion gives somewhat better
statistics, for instance the standard deviation in the table 3.4 goes down from 44 cm to
36 cm, which is a clear but still small improvement. On the other side as we have
noticed before the extreme values increases with the higher Nmax. That is because when
increasing the maximum degree of expansion we also increase the number of blocks
without any actual improvements of the systematic errors.

The conclusion that we not have any actual improvements in the systematic errors, is
easily made from the figures 3.20 and 3.21 showing the standard deviations and the root
mean squares at the different latitudes, with two graphs one calculated with
Nmax = 1080 and the other with Nmax = 360. The two graphs are nearly identical to
each other except close to the polar regions. There we see that the root mean squares in
the calculations with the higher expansion keeps good values closer to the poles
compared to the calculations with the lower expansion. Notice though that the higher
expansion has as high or higher extreme values, compared to the lower expansion.

If we compare the results between the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor in the table
3.4, with the results from the test with point values in the table 3.1 and with area
means by partial integration in the table 3.2, we see no big improvements using Pellinen
smoothing factor. Even though we not have any big improvements we see some small
improvements in nearly all of the statistics and with all the different degrees of
maximum expansion Nmax.

In the maximum and minimum values, ∆N̄max and ∆N̄min, we see improvements from a
few centimeters up to about 2 decimeter. The Average ∆N̄ is good for all the compared
tests, which is important because the average ∆N̄ could be seen as an estimator of the
expected error. The results with the average ∆N̄ in this test with the ordinary Pellinen
smoothing factor is almost identical to the other two tests. The standard deviation, with
the maximum degree of expansion Nmax = 360, is improved with a value around 1cm ,
but still very high, 0, 436m. The Average |∆N̄ | is also improved for nearly all the
different degrees of expansions, but only with a few millimeters.

Comparing the statistics, from this test with the corresponding statistics in the test
with point values, but this time looking at the variations at the different latitudes. Then
we see that the systematic errors are about the same as before and the biggest problems
are still at the polar regions and around the mid-latitudes φ̄ = ±45◦. The tendency is
though that the statistics with the Pellinen smoothing factor has a little bit better
results, but only marginally so.

An exception to the improvements, with the Pellinen smoothing factor, is the
∣∣∆N̄ ∣∣

max
around the equator, which gave much higher extreme values ≈ 0, 6m within the test
with the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor and only 0, 1m within the test with just
point values. This is also the only values that actually gave worse results with the
area-means by Pellinen smoothing factor than with point values.

We can also see that the figure 3.15 showing the geoid heights differences in the global
grid, has a similar pattern as the corresponding figure 3.2 in the test with point values.
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The conclusion from all this is that the area-mean with the Pellinen smoothing factor,
regardless the variations in power, gives some systematic improvements, but the
improvements are small and not significantly better, than for instance in the tests with
point values.

In Colombo’s (1981) study, performed with the gravity anomaly, was the mixed model
the best of these three and it was almost as good as the quadrature’s with the optimum
de-smoothing factors, not studied in this thesis work, but which were the ones with the
best results in Colombo’s (1981) study. The squared Pellinen was almost as good as the
mixed model and better than the one with the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor. But
Colombo’s (1981) study was performed with a lower maximum degree of expansion than
ours, often not higher than Nmax = 36.
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3.8. SYNTHESIS WITH THE MEAN FROM 100 POINT VALUES

3.8 Synthesis with direct averaging and analysis with the Pelli-
nen smoothing factor

In this test we calculate the area-means in step 1 and step 3, with the average from
10x10 point values within each block. The coeffi cients in step 2 are de-smoothed by the
Pellinen smoothing factor. Here follows the steps of this testing method.

Step 1: The area-mean of the Geoid height N̄1 is calculated as an average of 100 Geoid
height point values within each block. Each of these 100 point values are calculated
using the synthesis Eq.(3.1). The points are points in the middle of some smaller blocks
within each block. The smaller blocks are constructed in a regular way so that the new
latitude and longitude differences are a tenth of the differences in the original grid. The
new small blocks gets ∆λ = ∆φ̄ = 180/10Nmax and are dependent on which maximum
degree of expansion Nmax is used as usual.

Step 2: The analysis is done with the Eq.(3.17), which uses the Pellinen smoothing
factor to de-smooth the coeffi cients C̄nm.

Step 3: With these new coeffi cients we do another synthesis to get our new Geoid
heights N̄2. This is performed with the same method as in step 1, still with the mean
from 100 point values within each block.

Step 4: Again we calculate the Geoid heights difference

∆N̄ = N̄2 − N̄1, (3.19)

on which we do our statistical tests. The results are presented in the following table.

Statistics, unit (meter)\ Maximum degree Nmax = 36 Nmax = 180 Nmax = 360

∆N̄max 3.000 3.366 4.434
∆N̄min -5.752 -4.893 -4.867
Average ∆N̄ -0.045 -0.005 0.000
Standard deviation of ∆N̄ 1.012 0.499 0.415
Average |∆N̄ | 0.503 0.234 0.211

Table 3.6: Geoid height differences with the mean from 100 point values and with the
Pellinen smoothing factor in the analysis step

In this test does we see improvements in nearly all of the statistics. The improvements
are between 1 to 10 % compared to the previous tests. That is a clearly better, but still
only a small improvement. Even though this test is the test so far with the best
accuracy, we still see about the same systematic errors at the different latitudes in all
our tested statistics, the figures are omitted here.
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We have to be careful before we draw any conclusions from this test, especially when
comparing it with the statistics from the tests with only one point value in each block,
because such a comparison is actually a comparison between the differences of a mean
from 100 points, with the differences from the mean calculated by only one point value.
Our area-mean values computed by the Pellinen smoothing factor are area-means in a
theoretical sense, but still computed only from a single point value in the middle of each
block. A mean value from many points is supposed to wary less than a mean computed
from a single value. This could be the reason for the improvements in this test and
perhaps isn’t those improvements completely trust worthy.
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4. Conclusions

In this thesis work we have studied the errors in spherical harmonic synthesis and
analysis, with numerical tests using the quadrature method. The numerical tests were of
two different types:

1. The coeffi cients (EGM2008) were used in a synthesis calculation to obtain geoid
heights, as area-mean values in the blocks in the grid. Those area-means were
compared to the mean from 10000 point values, also from a synthesis calculation.

2. The coeffi cients (EGM2008) were used in a synthesis calculation to calculate geoid
heights, as either area-mean values or point values. This step is followed by an
analysis computation to get new coeffi cients, containing errors from the synthesis
and analysis computations. A new set of geoid heights is then computed from the
new coeffi cients. The difference between the two computed sets of geoid heights
will give us the errors in the combined synthesis and analysis computations. That
difference is studied with statistics.

The results from our tests show that we have big systematic errors both in the synthesis
and in the analysis computations, sometimes reaching several meters. The systematic
errors vary with different latitudes and the most problematic areas are at the polar
regions and at the mid-latitudes.

Test results with the area-means compared to the mean from
10000 point values

• The area-means from the tests with Pellinen smoothing factor or with the partial
integration has a standard deviation from 1cm up to about 8cm and a mean

∣∣∆N̄ ∣∣
from 1cm up to 4, 5cm. The area-means from the test with the Pellinen smoothing
factor combined with the partial integration has on general basis an error that is
50% better than with the other two tests.

• The area-means have higher errors close to the equator, that is almost certainly
because of the bigger blocks there. The extreme values is as high as∣∣∆N̄ ∣∣

max
= 7dm, in the two mentioned tests having the worst results. It is again

about half of that in the test combining the partial integration with the Pellinen
smoothing factor. Such high maximum and minimum errors in the area-means in
some of the blocks are suspected to give high errors in the spherical harmonic
calculations with the quadrature’s method and with the other methods as well.

• The two tests with the Pellinen smoothing factor and partial integration have big
errors in all of the statistics at the latitude φ̄ = 44.75◦, sometimes even higher
than the errors close to the equator. Test results from the test that are combining
the Pellinen smoothing factor with the partial integration has really good values at
the same latitude.
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Test results from the combined synthesis and analysis test with
point values

• There are big errors at the polar region and at the mid- latitudes. The maximum
|∆N | are at the most about 5 meter, both at the South Pole and at the latitude
φ̄ ≈ 35◦.

• Nearly every point at the latitudes close to the polar regions have about the same
big errors |∆N | ≈ 5m, the standard deviation between those points are very small.
The big errors that we see at the mid-latitudes are just at some of the blocks and
not as common as at the polar regions.

• The South Pole has much bigger errors than the North Pole, but the northern
hemisphere has much worse results when comparing the errors at the mid-latitudes.

Test results from the combined synthesis and analysis tests with
area-means

• The tests with different constructions of area-means instead of point values
perform marginally better than the test with point values. The systematic errors
do not vanish, but are about the same, using area-means instead of point values.

• The different area-means, using Pellinen smoothing factor with different powers,
show only some tiny variations in their results. It isn’t possible to distinguish any
significant difference, from our numerical results, between the accuracies of those
area-mean variations.

• Increasing the maximum degree of expansion to Nmax = 1080 in the two tests with
the ordinary Pellinen smoothing factor gives us marginally better statistical
results. For instance the standard deviation decreases from 44cm to 36cm. If we
instead look at the results at the different latitudes we see that the statistics
actually are very similar, comparing the results from those two different
expansions. Only close to the polar regions is the results from the higher maximum
degree of Nmax = 1080 better than the expansion Nmax = 360. Surprisingly the
higher degree of expansions performs a bit worse at some of the other latitudes.
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Suggestions for further research

• Conduct similar studies with other functions. Some preliminary work on spherical
harmonic synthesis and analysis with the gravity anomaly has already been done
during this thesis work. No numerical results could be presented due to
programming problems.

• In the area-mean in the combined synthesis and analysis test, with 10x10 point
values. Do the comparison with just one point value, from each block, instead of
the mean from all point values in the blocks.

• In the area-mean test, examine the hypothesis of the errors in the recursively
calculated Legendre functions.

• Finding a way to decrease the systematic errors in both the synthesis and analysis
computations to be able to increase the accuracy of the coeffi cients.
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A. Other spherical harmonic methods

This thesis work started with a literature study on different spherical harmonic
methods. The only method that was numerically studied was the quadrature method
and there was not enough time to investigate the others. But for the sake of
completeness we follow up with a description of some of the other spherical harmonic
methods from our literature study.

Least squares collocation

The basic idea with this method is to calculate the gravitational coeffi cients by
multiplying the grid data in vector form with an optimal estimator matrix. First the
measurements, in the grid, will be rearranged to a vector. The vector with the
measurements m is constructed by letting the first values, in the vector, consists of the
first row in the grid, following with the values from the second row, and so on. Then we
will have a very long column vector with all our measurements. Those measurements
consist of two parts which is illustrated in the following equation

m = z + n, (A.1)

in which z is the vector of the function, e.g. the gravitational potential, and n are the
noise in our measurements of z. The least squares collocation calculates our coeffi cients
with the equation

Ap = CAz(Czz +D)−1m, (A.2)

in which Ap are the Ānm’s also rearranged to a vector, so the degree n and order m of

the coeffi cient are replaced with only one number p. D is the covariance matrix of the
noise, Czz is the variance covariance matrix of the data and CAz is the variance
covariance matrix between the coeffi cients and the data. The matrix CAz(Czz +D)−1 is
the best possible linear estimator. It is best in that sense that it minimizes the total
measure of error, according to the solution of a mathematical minimization problem.
The total measure of error, which it minimizes, consists of the sampling error and the
noise in the measurements as well. There are two main problems with this method to be
noted, they appear when the grid is dense. Then the matrix [Czz +D] becomes ill
conditioned and very big, so it might be very demanding to find its inverse.
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APPENDIX A. OTHER SPHERICAL HARMONIC METHODS

Least squares adjustment

In this section we will present several LSA equations to calculate the geopotential
coeffi cients with. We show equations with a band limited signal as well as an equation
with a signal that has an infinite band with. One problem that might arise with the
LSA method in the band limited case is that the normal matrix often is ill conditioned.
This problem could be improved by regularization; we will show one example on how
regularization might be used. Besides that we also look into another way of using LSA
with the so-called two steps approach. This is done by an order degree summation swap,
in which the first summation sign is by the order m instead of by the degrees n. We
start with an LSA method with a band-limited signal.

Least square adjustment with a band-limited signal

A band limited signal has a maximum degree of expansion Nmax, above which all the
degree variances σ2

n are approximately zero. This is often the case with the signal at the
satellite altitude, according to Colombo(1981). So this equation might be possible to
apply in satellite missions, with the purpose to determine the global geopotential
coeffi cients. If the signal is band-limited then the measurements mij satisfies equations
of the type

mij =
GM

a

Nmax∑
n=0

(a
r

)n+1 n∑
m=−n

ĀnmȲnm(φ̄i, λj) + nij. (A.3)

This equation is equivalent to Colombo (1981), E.q(2.65), which is the equation with
point values; the extension to area means are trivial. The above given equation written
in a shorter form is

m− n = AAp, (A.4)

in which ANk×Np is the ordinary design matrix used in least square adjustments. Nk is
the number of points in the grid, Np is the number of coeffi cients and nij is the noise in
the data. The columns of A consist of elements of the type

anmij =
GM

a

(a
r

)n+1
Ȳnm(φ̄i, λj). (A.5)

Least squares adjustment is a method for solving for the Ānm’s, while minimizing the
propagated noise, which is the variances of the Ānm caused by the noise in the data.
The least squares solution of the above given equations is

Ap = (ATD−1A)−1ATD−1m (A.6)

if
E {n} = 0,

which imply that the measurements have to be without systematic errors. It is worth
noticing that the method could suffer from a serious problem. Sometimes the normal
matrix ATD−1A is very ill conditioned and its inversion suffer from strong numerical
instability. In the next section we will show a method to modify the normal matrix and
try to overcome this problem.
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Least square adjustment with a band-limited signal improved by
regularization

With regularization we modify a problem to increase its numerical stability, without
trying to change its solution. In the least squares case this could be done by adding a
small, often diagonal, positive definite matrix, to the normal matrix ATD−1A before
attempting to invert it. The inverse of the covariance matrix of the harmonic coeffi cients
CAp is such a positive diagonal matrix, which could be used to regularize the normal
matrix with, and then the least squares solution will take the form

Ap = (ATD−1A+ C−1
Ap

)−1ATD−1m. (A.7)

This equation is also the same as the collocation method if the signal is band-limited,
but performs better if we have a dense grid, Colombo (1981). The covariance matrix of
the coeffi cients CAp is defined by M{ApATp }, where M {◦} is the isotropic averaging
operator. We know that this is a diagonal matrix with the elements in the diagonal
σ2n

2n+1
. That conclusion was made from the equations

M{Ā2
nm} =

σ2
n

2n+ 1
(A.8)

and
M{ĀnmĀpq} = 0 if n 6= p and/or m 6= q (A.9)

also given in Colombo (1981).

Least square adjustment with an infinite bandwidth

We use the same theory, as in the previous section again, but add the higher frequencies
and call them wij. They are described by the following equation

wij =
GM

a

∞∑
n=Nmax+1

(a
r

)n+1 n∑
m=−n

ĀnmȲnm(φ̄i, λj). (A.10)

The w consists of elements of the wij’s and can be arranged as a vector in the same way
as z. Then we can construct the with w modified observation equations

mij =
GM

a

Nmax∑
n=0

(a
r

)n+1 n∑
m=−n

ĀnmȲnm(φ̄i, λj) + wij + nij. (A.11)

The least square adjustment of this will be

Ap = (AT (D + Cw)−1A+ C−1
Ap

)−1AT (D + Cw)−1m, (A.12)

in which Cw is the covariance matrix of w, defined by M{wwT}. This method to
calculate the coeffi cients Ap is according to Colombo (1981) equivalent to the collocation
method.
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Least square adjustment the two steps approach

The normal summation
∑∞

n=0

∑n
m=−n scheme in spherical harmonic calculations might

be reordered to
∑∞

m=−∞
∑∞

n=|m|, which is the basics for developing the two-step analysis
and synthesis formulation, Sneeuw (1994). In the two steps approach it is possible to use
fast Fourier transform over each parallel separately, this leads to more effi cient computer
programming. It is also possible to evaluate the equations for separate orders m, as well,
which leads to a block diagonal structure in our matrixes and they can therefore be
handled more effi ciently.

In the two steps approach we have an intermediate step, with the real discrete Fourier
coeffi cients, am and bm. The first synthesis step is according to Sneeuw (1994){

am(φ̄i)

bm(φ̄i)
=
GM

a

N max∑
n=m

(a
r

)n+1

P̄ ∗nm(sin φ̄i)

{
Ānm
B̄nm

, (A.13)

in which P̄ ∗nm are the associated Legendre functions. The second step of the synthesis is
equivalent to a 1D discrete Fourier transform

V (φ̄i, λj) =
Nmax∑
m=0

am(φ̄i) sinmλj + bm(φ̄i) cosmλj. (A.14)

The forward and backward Fourier transformations can, in this case, effi ciently be
performed by fast Fourier transforms (FFT), according to Sneeuw (1994).

We can summarize the two step method in the following scheme

V (φ̄i, λj)
InvFFT

�
FFT

{
am(φ̄i)

bm(φ̄i)

?
�∑ {

Ānm
B̄nm

. (A.15)

The second analysis step to calculate the Ānm, from am and bm have no easy solution.
Sneeuw (1994) discuss some suggestions based on the least squares adjustments method.
Unfortunately the most straight forward LSA method will have problems. Its normal
matrix will be far from diagonal, so the calculated coeffi cients will be strongly
correlated. This effect is caused by the non-orthogonality of the discretized associated
Legendre functions.

One way to try to improve the LSA solution is to construct weight matrixes in a wise
way. We will look at weight matrixes that depend on which parallel i we are sampling
our data from. Here follows such a weighted least square solution to the second analysis
step, described in the following equation{

Ā∗

B̄∗
= (P TSP )−1P TS

{
a

b
. (A.16)

In which a and b are the real Fourier coeffi cients arranged in vector form, so that each of
its elements is connected to its specific parallel circle. The Ā∗,B̄∗ are matrixes with the
normalized coeffi cients and the P are a matrix with the associated Legendre functions.
All these matrixes are arranged in a specific way, closely connected to their order m and
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to the separate parallel circles. We illustrate this by showing the vector form of the real
Fourier coeffi cients, which are arranged in the following way

a =


am(φ̄1)
am(φ̄2)

...
am(φ̄N)

 , b =


bm(φ̄1)
bm(φ̄2)

...
bm(φ̄N)

 , (A.17)

in which N is the number of parallels. The exact form of the matrixes Ā∗,B̄∗ and P are
given in Sneeuw (1994), but omitted here. S is the diagonal weight matrix whose
diagonal is composed of the si weights. There are two different suggestions on the
construction of the weights, both includes the factor cos φ̄i. The first given possibility is

si =
π

N
cos φ̄i (A.18)

Sneeuw (1994) E.q (9a) and the second is

si =
2∑N

k=1 cos φ̄k
cos φ̄i (A.19)

Sneeuw (1994) E.q (9b).

The weighted LSA solution performed with E.q(A.16), still have the disadvantage of the
non-orthogonality, even though to a lesser extent than without weights, so the solution
to the problem is improved but not jet completely solved. On the other side the least
squares solutions, with the two steps approach, have also some major advantages. They
have not only the possibilities to use the FFT to speed up the computations and the
computing for separate orders and parallels, but also the other general advantages of the
LSA’s as well. That is for instance the flexibility in the possibility to use different types
of data, to incorporate a stochastic model and also some a priori information. According
to these advantages we see that there are strong reasons trying to improve the two steps
approach. Some of these possible improvements will be outlined in the next section.
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Exact least square adjustment with the two steps approach

The complication with the two steps approach, so far, with the loss of orthogonality of
the discretized associated Legendre functions, is solved with the exact least squares
adjustment. This is done by using certain types of weights. Those new weights are
constructed so that the orthogonality of the associated Legendre functions is preserved
in the discrete case. Unfortunately that leads to ill conditioned matrixes, but there are
some methods suggested to change those matrixes to less ill conditioned ones. Here
follows a short description of the exact least square adjustment with the two steps
approach.

We can develop a discrete method that attain exact orthogonality, by creating weights
wi that fulfills the condition

N∑
i=1

wix
n
i =

∫ 1

−1

xndx =

{ 2
n+1

if n even
0 if n odd

(A.20)

Sneeuw (1994) E.q (15), in which n runs from n = 0, 1 . . . , N − 1 and xi= sin φ̄i. The
weights wi can be put into the following matrix equation{

Ā

B̄
= (P TWP )−1P TW

{
a

b
, (A.21)

which is the exact least square solution and a possible second step in the analysis
problem. The diagonal weight matrix W has its diagonal composed with the wís. In this
case the normal matrix P TWP is exactly diagonal, which means we have an
uncorrelated solution of the coeffi cients and therefore orthogonality.

We briefly look into the motivation for orthogonality. It is known that the associated
Legendre functions are orthogonal in the continuous sense, that is∫ 1

−1

P̄ ∗n1m(x)P̄ ∗n2m(x)dx (A.22)

is zero if n1 6= n2 and is not zero if n1 = n2. It can also be proven that (Sneeuw, 1994)∫ 1

−1

P̄ ∗n1m(x)P̄ ∗n2m(x)dx =
N∑
i=1

wiP̄
∗
n1m

(xi)P̄
∗
n2m

(xi), (A.23)

under the assumption that the weights wi fulfills the condition A.20. So the weights wi
makes the discrete case equal to the continuous case. We knew that the left side, the
continuous case, of the above given expression did fulfill the orthogonality condition,
then the right side, the discrete equation, also is orthogonal, because of the equality. If
you look into how the matrix P , given in Sneeuw (1994), was defined then it is easy to
see that the normal matrix, P TWP with wi as weights, consists of elements exactly the
same as the right side, in the last expression above, which was orthogonal. So this
means that if we use the E.q(A.21) in the second analysis step, within the two steps
approach, then the estimated coeffi cients will be uncorrelated.
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So far we haven’t calculated the weights wi, which might be done by writing a linear
system, with the conditions A.20 on wi, in a vector-matrix equation

1 1 1 . . . 1
x1 x2 x3 . . . xN

x2
1 x2

2
. . . x2

N
...

...
. . .

...
xN−1

1 xN−1
2 . . . . . . xN−1

N




w1

w2

w3
...

wN

 =



2/1
0

2/3
0
...

2/N


(A.24)

and solve it for wi. Unfortunately the solution of the above equation system is very ill
conditioned and it might only be used to a maximum degree of expansion n = 35. It is,
according to Sneeuw (1994), unthinkable to use it for solving the weights wi, with a
higher degree of expansion, because then the equation system is even more ill
conditioned. But there have been two different suggestions on how to try to overcome
this numerical instability. Both of these suggestions modify the equation system A.24
slightly but somewhat differently. According to Sneeuw (1994) are the two modified
equation system, not given here, which calculates the exact orthogonal weights wi,
stable. The question that remains is how well the LSA method with the weights wi,
then performs calculating the spherical harmonic coeffi cients? That question wasn’t
answered in Sneeuw (1994).
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APPENDIX A. OTHER SPHERICAL HARMONIC METHODS

The method by Ricardi and Burrows using 2D fast fourier trans-
form

This method is using the fact that every surface spherical harmonic expansion is
identical to a 2D Fourier series (Colombo, 1981). The method starts with calculation of
the 2D Fourier coeffi cients from the regular grid values. The next step is to calculate the
geopotential coeffi cients from those Fourier coeffi cients, which is done with the
E.q(A.26) derived by Ricardi and Burrows (1972).

In the first step we compute the Fourier coeffi cients, from the global grid data. The 2D
Fourier coeffi cients are

a1
pm corresponds to terms of the form cos pφ̄ cosmλ

a2
pm ” ” ” ” ” ” cos pφ̄ sinmλ

a3
pm ” ” ” ” ” ” sin pφ̄ cosmλ

a4
pm ” ” ” ” ” ” sin pφ̄ sinmλ. (A.25)

A general description of the 2D Fourier coeffi cients above are aβpm, where β have integer
values from 1 to 4, corresponding to the different combinations of the sine and cosine
expressions. The 2D Fourier coeffi cients aβpm can be computed from the grid data, with a
two steps FFT method, using an 1D FFT in both of the steps. The 1D FFT method
calculates first the complex 1D Fourier coeffi cients, which in another step are converted
to the real Fourier coeffi cients. Using this 1D FFT two times gives us all the 2D Fourier
coeffi cients aβpm.

In the second step are the geopotential coeffi cients computed from the 2D Fourier
coeffi cients with the equation

Ānm =
(r
a

)n+1 a

GM

1

4

√
2(2n+ 1)(n− |m|)!

(n+ |m|)!

Nmax−1∑
p=0

Imn,pa
β
pm n ≥ |m|, (A.26)

which was given in Colombo (1981) Page 8, where{β=1 if m even and m≤0
β=2 if m even and m>0
β=3 if m odd and m≤0
β=4 if m odd and m>0

}
. (A.27)

The Imn,P are defined as

Imn,p =

∫ π

0

sin pφ̄Pn|m|(sin φ̄) cos φ̄dφ̄ if m is even

Imn,p =

∫ π

0

cos pφ̄Pn|m|(sin φ̄) cos φ̄dφ̄ if m is odd (A.28)

and can be computed recursively. Care needs to be taken on how to compute the

expression
√

2(2n+1)(n−|m|)!
(n+|m|)! in the E.q(A.26), because it has big factorials, especially

when we are computing the geopotential coeffi cients according to modern standards,
with maximum degrees of expansion well beyond Nmax = 1000 sometimes up to
Nmax = 2000 or even higher.
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